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The Adamson E15 is a 3 way, true line source enclosure,
incorporating proprietary transducer and waveguide technology
which reduces weight and minimizes the footprint.

The CS7 is a 2-way, full range line array cabinet containing 2x
ND7-LM16 Kevlar Neodymium drivers (2x 16 Ω) and an NH3-8
1.4” exit compression driver (8 Ω).

SOUNDBOX RENTAL GUIDE

Adamson E15

Adamson E12
The Adamson E12 is a 3 way line array enclosure, incorporating
proprietary transducer and waveguide technology which reduces
weight and minimizes its footprint.

Adamson CS7

The K 12.2 offers the perfect combination of elegant design,
superior audio performance, high functionality, simple and
intuitive operation, and genuine QSC reliability.

The Electro-Voice® ZX1 is the new standard of no compromise
audio performance and versatility for compact sound
reinforcement.

QSC K 12.2

Electro-Voice ZX1

The KW Series has been primarily designed for portable audio
reinforcement including a variety of uses in reinforcement for
entertainers and presenters.

QSC KW 122

info@soundboxpro.com1-888-273-1038

The CS7p is a two-way, full-range intelligent loudspeaker,
intended for use in a wide variety of applications.Adamson CS7p

www.soundboxpro.com

The CS10 is a two-way, full-range intelligent loudspeaker,
intended for use in a wide variety of applications.Adamson CS10
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This 3,600-watt active subwoofer yields extreme output with
impressive low-frequency performance.QSC K118

The CS119 is the larger subwoofer in the CS-Series, intended as
a companion subwoofer to the CS10 & CS10p.Adamson CS119

Extending the ZXA1’s size-defying performance and sleek styling
into the low-end realm, the ZXA1-Sub packs 700 W punch into a
low-profile enclosure.

Electro-Voice ZX AI

The E119 Subwoofer was developed to bolster the low-end of the
E-Series line of products.

The E219 Subwoofer was developed to bolster the low-end of the
E-Series line of products.

Adamson E119

Adamson E219
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The Digico Quantum 225 console merges tried and tested
workflows with immense processing muscle and all of the
Quantum features, giving you the ultimate tool set.

The SD10-24 includes many benefits, including Stealth Digital
Processing and floating-point Super FPGA technology, and a
fully-loaded feature set.

SOUNDBOX RENTAL GUIDE

DiGiCo Quantum 225

DiGiCo SD10-24

The Yamaha PM Series continues to bring true innovation to live
sound. The PM3 features top end functionality and mixing
channels in a compact, intuitive form factor.

The CTi1500 has been engineered across the board to take out
as much weight as possible, while ensuring tour-grade structural
integrity and a first-class user experience.

The Allen & Heath SQ6 is a class leading console that gives you
unrivaled power and audio fidelity with an ultra low <0.7ms
latency.

Yamaha Rivage PM3

Allen & Heath D-Live
CTi1500

Allen & Heath SQ6

Allen & Heath D-Live
C1500

L100 processing power allocation and I/O architecture is
extremely flexible.SSL L100

DiGiCo S21

Avid Venue S6L-24D

The S21’s diverse work-surface includes dual P-CAP multi-touch
screens, 48 flexichannels, the equivalent of 46 buses and
benchmark 96kHz performance.

Avid VENUE S6L delivers the unmatched processing power and
sound clarity artists and engineers rely on to present the best
show possible.

info@soundboxpro.com1-888-273-1038

Compact in size but big on features, the SD12 raises the bar as a
multi-application digital console at an exceptionally affordable
price point.

DiGiCo SD12

www.soundboxpro.com

The DiGiCo Quantum 338 offers unparalleled performance in a
compact format. New design features and reliable processing
speed gives users a great mixing experience.

DiGiCo Quantum 338

Packed in a small footprint, the C1500 delivers 12 faders over 6
layers, built-in audio I/O, an audio networking port, a 12″
capacitive touchscreen and Harmony UI.
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The D2-Rack spearheads DiGiCo’s digital connectivity with an
expandable channel count to meet the needs of the most
ambitious projects.

Digico D2 Rack

With support for up to 192kHz high resolution analogue I/O
converters, it’s no wonder that the SD-Rack is accepted as the
finest I/O rack available.

Digico SD Rack

The PM 10 DSP-R10is a new generation mixing system truly
worth of the storied "PM" name.

The Allen & Heath dLive DM48 MixRack is tailor-made for mixing
in large live venues, thanks to staggering levels of I/O and an
extensive array of processing tools.

The SSL ML 32 offers an analogue stagebox fitted with 32
remote controlled SSL SuperAnalogueTM mic/line inputs and 32
line outputs on the front panel.

Yamaha PM10 DSP-R10

Allen & Heath D-Live-DM48
Mix Rack

SSL ML32 MADI Stage Box

The DM0 dLive S Class MixRack from Allen & Heath is specifically
designed for distributed audio applications as well as digital splits.

Coveted by top engineers and producers since its introduction in
1970, the Neve 1073 channel amplifier represents the pinnacle of
characterful microphone preamplification.

Allen & Heath D-Live-DMO
Mix Rack

Neve 8 Channel Preamp

As recognisable as the consoles it supports, the DiGiCo D-Rack
comes as standard with the SD9 and is available as an option on
all SD-Series consoles.

Digico D Rack

The MADI pairs with the Quantum 225 and offers 48 channels of
DiGiCo quality recording and playback.Digital Quantum MADI Rack

The PLM 20K44 is the natural successor of the proven, road
tested, and trusted Lap Gruppen touring foundation exemplified
by the iconic PLM 20000Q.

Lab.Gruppen PLM 20K44

Lab.Gruppen PLM 12K44
The PLM 12K44 combines four channels of extremely powerful
amplification with unrivaled signal processing and audio
management.A

M
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The KW Series has been primarily designed for portable audio
reinforcement including a variety of uses in reinforcement for
entertainers and presenters.

QSC KW 122

MADI 8 combines the latest and finest HD audio algorithms with
several flexible audio interfaces in order to work with professional
mixing desks and stage boxes of any kind.

Klang Fabrik MADI 8

The Shure PSM 900 Wireless Personal Monitor System meets the
needs of professional audio applications of all kinds, providing
excellent audio quality.

Shure PSM 1000 in-ear monitoring system delivers superb audio
quality, pristine RF signal with more on-air channels, and a
streamlined setup and use.

Shure PSM 900 IEM

Shure PSM 1000 IEM

Featuring an adaptive-diversity receiver, the receiver pack uses
the headphone cable as a secondary antenna for flawless
reception.

Sennheiser ew300 IEM

The Adamson M15 multi-purpose loudspeaker features an
extremely low profile, symmetrical pentagon design, with a 50-
degree conical waveguide.

Adamson M15

The K.2 Series™ represents the best-in class loudspeaker with its
elegant design, superior audio performance, high functionality,
simple and intuitive operation, and reliability.

QSC K 12.2
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Empirical Labs EL8
Distressor Compressor

The Empirical Labs EL8 Distressor is revered in studios all over
the world as the modern, “must-have” compressor that is
versatile, fast, and offers tons of color.

The 545 the most intuitive, natural-sounding and effective method
of feedback reduction available on the market.Neve 545

TC Electronic M5000
The M5000 Digital Audio Mainframe surpasses the competition
with its hardware platform allows for future upgrading of both the
software and hardware aspects.

The Prodigy.MP provides flexible I/O, dual network audio, DSP
functions, sample rate conversion and powerful hard- and
software.

Prodigy.MP

The C2 compressor houses two independent mono compressors
or, in STEREO mode, the left-hand controls operate both audio
channels.

Smart Research C2
Compressor

The Bricasti Design Model 7 provides the highest level of
musicality and ease of control imaginable in a processor
dedicated to the task of reverberation.

Bricasti M7 Stereo Reverb

The Avalon VT-747SP combines a creative STEREO tube-
discrete Class A spectral-opto-compressor with a musical six
band equalizer.

Avalon VT-747sp Comp
EQ

With sonic clarity designed for the studio, the 162SL maintains its
superior performance in harsh environments and pure enough for
the studio.

DBX 162SL Purple Series
Stereo Comp

The LM 44 provides a four input/four output analog configuration
that is suited for a variety of system signal processing and routing
applications.

Lake LM 44

Prodigy MP Advanced is a state-of-the-art audio converter and
signal processor designed for use in professional live sound,
broadcast, and installation applications.

Prodigy MP Advanced

The Portico II Master Buss Processor is a creative tool that
redefines the boundaries and limitations of traditional 2-channel
compression and limiting.

Neve Portico II, Master
Buss Processor
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SOUNDBOX RENTAL GUIDE
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The MX36 has been designed to offer a simple solution to the
long-standing problem of routing of multiple mixing consoles
outputs to a speaker system/system processor.

The 24-bit digital audio and the wide frequency response of the
ULX-D captures sound as clearly and accurately as it was
produced.

Shure ULX-D

Waves’ SoundGrid technology enables you to run Waves plugins
in real time and with super-low latency on your DiGiCo console,
allowing maximum plugin control.

The Shure ULXD4 houses a single digital receiver in a rugged
half-rack unit with an external power supply.

DiGiCo Waves Soundgrid
Extreme Server

XTA MX-36 Console
Switching System

Shure ULX-D4

The EW G4 Rugged is and all-in-one wireless system for
professional interviews and recording.Sennheiser EW G4 Series

No matter how tough the spectrum environment, Axient Digital is
tougher. Next gen digital radio with encryption. True digital
diversity.

Shure Axient

It’s a solid piece of hardware with state of the art transformers, 48
bit double precision processing, 96 khz, 24 bit, 125 db dynamic
range.

Waves MaxxBCL

Compact, lightweight and tough, this DSP unit relieves your
computer from plugin processing.Waves Server One
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*Various smaller DMX Consoles available upon request*

info@soundboxpro.com1-888-273-1038 www.soundboxpro.com

The grandMA on PC software is a PC emulation of an entire
grandMA console for the editing and processing of show data.GrandMA2 on PC

The grandMA3 compact XT console is the larger of the two
models, offering the full system benefits of the grandMA3 system,
housed in a compact and lightweight format.

GrandMA3 Compact XT

Designed to be used with a laptop, the S1 is a powerful and
flexible live console that’s compact enough to qualify as carry-on
luggage.

Jands Vista S1

The S3 gives you all the features that make the Vista a great live
desk: big, clear LCDs, fader banks you can split or combine and
a set of user configurable shortcut buttons.

This elite Network Processing Unit adds power and processing to
GrandMA Systems.

Jands Vista S3

GrandMA 3 Medium
(4096) NPU

The grandMA3 light console is suitable for all but the most
demanding productions, making it probably the most versatile
lighting console available.

GrandMA3 Light

The grandMA3 full-size console is the flagship of the range. It
offers the ultimate MA lighting control hardware and is designed
for ultimate, hands-on flexibility.

GrandMA3 Full Size
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The MegaPointe elevates the original all-in-one fixture to a whole
new level.Robe Megapointe

Martin Quantum wash The MAC Quantum Wash features tight beams, beautiful wash
fields, and a market-leading color palette.

The ZCL 360i is a powerful single beam moving effect luminaire
with zoom featuring a single 90W RGBW 4-in-1 LED and the new
advanced collimator optic lens.

Elation ZCL 360i

The MAC Aura is an award-winning wash light that lighting
designers have turned to the world over due to its versatility as a
beam and wash luminaire of the highest caliber.

Martin Mac Aura wash

The MAC Axiom Hybrid is a true all-in-one product, combining
beam and spot into one compact unit that also offers diffused
wash functionality.

Martin Mac Axiom

The Robe Forte gives you the ability to maintain light quality,
combined in a fixture packed full of specialist innovation.Robe Forte
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Source Four combines the energy-saving power of the patented
HPL lamp, with a dichroic reflector and optical-quality lenses.ETC Source 4 Leko

STRIKE 1 is a big, bold, outdoor-ready blinder powered by an
intense 230 W warm white LED source. It is also an awesome
strobe and a wide area floodlight.

Chauvet Strike 1 Blinder

STRIKE Saber is a powerful blinder, footlight or tunable warm-
white wash powered by 10 17 W bi-color (WW/Amber) LEDs.Chauvet Strike Saber

This stage lighting fixture replaces your wireless and wired PARs
as well as battery uplight.

Astera AX-5 Battery
powered LED Par

ETC's new Source Four Fresnel brings you the soft-focus lighting
and sparkle you love, with Source Four quality and efficiency.ETC Source 4 Fresnel

Source Four PARs stand out of the luminaire crowd with their
rugged die-cast aluminum construction and acclaimed Source
Four optical technology.

ETC Source 4 PAR EA

Chauvet Colorado 1 QDZM
LED Par

Chauvet Ovation
E-260WW White LED Leko

Chauvet Ovation E-910FC-
IP Full colour LED Leko

The QDZM is an excellent indoor/outdoor wash light with seven
Osram RGBW LEDs delivering big time power from a compact,
yet solid housing.

The E-260 WW boasts extremely smooth dimming down to the
very bottom of the curve as well as a flat and even field of light for
superior gobo projection.

The E-910FC-IP features the high-performance, full RGBA-Lime
color-mixing and combines it with outdoor lighting toughness.
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SOUNDBOX RENTAL GUIDE

STRIKE 1 is a big, bold, outdoor-ready blinder powered by an
intense 230 W warm white LED source. It is also an awesome
strobe and a wide area floodlight.

Chauvet Strike 1 Blinder

info@soundboxpro.com1-888-273-1038 www.soundboxpro.com

GLP JDC-1 LED Strobe
Hybird

The JDC1 contains a traditional single tube element created with
LED’s that produce an incredible clear, bright white output.

The impression X4 Bar 20 is a high performance batten that
incorporate 15 Watt RGBW LEDs packed tightly to give a full line
of light.

Impression X4 Bar 20

The Atomic 3000 DMX is a powerful and rugged, 3000 W high-
impact strobe.

It's a Strobe and it's a Zoom Bar, all in one. Its design combines
5x60W Full-Color LEDs, 36x18W Cold White LEDs, and full
movement.

Martin Atomic 3000 Strobe

Acme Gemini Strobe/
Zoom Bar

The CUEPIX Blinder WW2™ features (2) long life 100W Warm
White 3,200K COB LEDs, RDM, individual control of each COB
module, variable and selectable dimming.

The TMB 2-Lite Blinder packs powerful output in a compact and
lightweight package.

Molefay ProCan 2-lite
Blinder

Elation Cuepix Blinder
WW2

20 light blinder
The TMB ProCan 20-Lite Blinder packs powerful output in a
compact and lightweight package. Twenty MR16 lamps make this
fixture a great choice of audience blinder.
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Pixel Bar is a series of pixel-controllable LED strip lights that uses
RGB SMD LEDs to mix a nearly limitless variety of colors.Elation Pixel Bar 40

The CUEPIX 16IP is a versatile IP65 outdoor rated effect panel
luminaire.Elation Cuepix 16IP

50 String lights

Pixel Bar is a series of pixel-controllable LED strip lights that uses
RGB SMD LEDs to mix a nearly limitless variety of colors.Elation Pixel Bar 20

This 20" Mirror Ball is a versatile mirror ball option and comes with
and adjustable speed motor.Mirror Ball 20"

25 String Lights to fill up a stage with a warm ambient light.

50 String Lights to fill up a stage with a warm ambient light.

25 String lights

The half 20" Mirror Ball is mounted on a floor base with an
adjustable speed motor.Half Mirror Ball 20"

SP
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Robert Juliat ARAMIS is a 2500W HMI professional followspot
ideally suited for opera houses, concerts and touring applications.

The revolutionary RoboSpot follow spot system allows follow spot
operators to remotely control up to 12 fixtures simultaneously.

Robert Julat Aramis 2.5
kW HMI Followspot

Robe RoboSpot Follow
Spot System

The Lycian Stark Lite II is a high powered spotlight with an
incredible throw range.

The RoboSpot MotionCamera is a moving head fixture PTZ
camera that pairs with the Robe RoboSpot System.

Lycian Stark Lite II,
12000w spotlight

Robe RoboSpot
MotionCamera
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Utilized on thousands of world wide tours, this rugged machine
can create effects from the finest mist to the densest haze.*Base Haze Pro

The Hazebase Base Touring 2600 Watt Fog Machine is the
machine for the professional that needs ultimate output and
ultimate control.*

Base Haze Touring Fog
Machine with fan case

Antari DNG Low Fogger

Ultratec’s Radiance Hazer is setting industry standards with its
major advancement in water-based haze technology.*Ultratec Radiance Hazer

The award-winning theONE's revolutionary technology means
this fully digital atmospheric generator creates fog or haze effects
from a single source.*

The DNG-200 Low Fog Generator is a fully self-contained unit that
has a built-in fog machine and cooling system to create low lying
fog effect.*

MDG theONE Atmospheric
Generator

*Fluid sold separately*



Lightweight tri-pod screen for easy transport and quick setup.

Black Pearl is a high-performance, broadcast grade, HD-LED
display for indoor applications.

Tripod Screens

ROE Black Pearl V2,
2.8mm Video Wall Panel

Fastfold screens are tensioned screens that feature a foldable
aluminum frame and a screen surface which attaches via push
studs.

Fastfold Screens and
Sizes
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A mobile LED Screen unit best used for quick setup and easy
troubleshooting.

Brompton Technology’s Tessera S8 LED processor is perfect for
high-profile projects.

LED Video Trailer

Brompton S8 LED
Controller

PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION

SOUNDBOX RENTAL GUIDE

info@soundboxpro.com1-888-273-1038 www.soundboxpro.com

The DHD600-G HD 1DLP offers built-in color matching for a
uniform image in a multiple-projector configuration, and blending
and warping capabilities for curved surfaces.

The Christie DHD800 offers full HD and high-brightness in a 1-
chip DLP projector, making it ideally suited for a variety of
applications.

Christie DHD600 HD
Projector

Christie DHD800 HD
Projector

Vivitek DLP-HD Short
Throw

The Vivitek D7180HD is a native 1080p, extreme short-throw
projector can create a 99-inch image from about 3 inches away.

VIDEO
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The V-40HD Live Video Switcher is ideal for any live event or
installation that requires the freedom to connect a variety of
sources.

The Smart Videohub 40 x 40 6G-SDI from Blackmagic Design is
a mixed format router with 40 6G-SDI inputs and 40 6G-SDI
outputs.

The Blackmagic ATEM 1 M/E Production Studio 4K is a live event
multicamera production switcher.

The V-800HD MK II is equipped with scaling for every input and a
wide range of common video connectors.

The ATEM 2 M/E Production Studio 4K from Blackmagic Design
is a live event multi camera production switcher with 20 video
inputs built into a 2RU chassis.

Roland V-40 Multi-Format
Live Switcher

Blackmagic Smart
VideoHub 40x40

Blackmagic ATEM 1M/E
Production Switcher

Roland V-800 Multi-Format
Live Switcher

ATEM 2 M/E Production
Studio 4k

The ATEM 2 M/E Advanced Panel is a highly sophisticated
advancement of previous panel models as a companion to
separately available professional ATEM switchers.

Control up to four URSA Mini, URSA Broadcast, Blackmagic
Studio, or Micro Studio cameras with the Blackmagic Design
ATEM Camera Control Panel.

The Blackmagic Videohub Smart Control Pro is a new elegantly
designed router control panel that's designed to be the fastest
way to switch router crosspoints.

This is a 1 ME digital video switcher which supports a multiple
number of HD and SD formats.

This is a 1 ME digital video switcher which supports a multiple
number of HD and SD formats.

Blackmagic ATEM Mini Pro
Switcher

Blackmagic ATEM Camera
Control Panel

Blackmagic Videohub
Smart Control Pro

Panasonic AV HS450
Multi-format Live Switcher

ATEM 2 M/E Advanced
Control Panel

This is a 1 ME digital video switcher which supports a multiple
number of HD and SD formats.Roland V1600e Switcher
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The Sony PXW-Z150 4K XDCAM Camcorder brings high-quality
performance, adaptability, and ease of use to a compact body.

The Panasonic AG-HPX250 is a handheld professional
camcorder model that records at the extremely high-quality AVC-
Intra 100 Mb/s (10-bit 4:2:2) codec.

This touch panel GUI monitor supports camera image display
during shooting as well as a variety of operations.

The newest addition to Panasonic's comprehensive professional
PTZ camera lineup, this model offers top end video recording in a
remote system.

The Pocket Cinema offers a thorough video performance in a
compact, easy to use product.

The new Blackmagic URSA Broadcast G2 is an incredibly
powerful camera designed for both traditional and online
broadcasters.

The Bolt 6 LT 1500 uses top end technology to transmit and
receive broadcast quality, wireless video signals up to 1500 feet.

Sony PXW-Z150 4K
XDCAM

Panasonic HPX 250p HD

Panasonic AWRP150GJ,
Remote Camera Controller

Panasonic AW UE150KPJ
8, 4K 60p UHD PTZ

Blackmagic Pocket
Cinema Camera 4k

Blackmagic URSA G2
Camera

Teradek Bolt 6 LT 1500
Wireless Video Kit

Sony's PXW-X320 XDCAM Solid State Memory Camcorder
supersedes and improves on many of the features of its
predecessor.

Sony PXW-X320 HD
Camera
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The Canon HJ14ex4.3B is a wide angle 14x 2/3" lens built to offer
high performance in a variety of situations.

Super long and portable, the J33AX11BIAS zoom lens is ideal for
EFP and sports applications.

The EF-mount Canon CN-E 70-200mm T4.4 Compact-Servo
Cine Zoom Lens provides 4K and HDR–compatible imaging for
Super35-sensor digital cinema cameras.

The Canon EF 16-35mm f/4L IS USM lens is a phenomenal
complement to any EOS SLR camera with fantastic wide-angle,
low light performance.

The Canon HJ11ex4.7B IRSE Wide Angle Lens provides the
performance ENG and EFP shooters demand at every
"production platform" budget level.

Canon HJ14x4.3B Wide
Angle Camera Lens

Canon J33ax11B4 Lens

Canon CN-E 70-200mm
T4.4

Canon EF 16-35mm F/4L
IS USM Lens

Canon HJ11ex4.7B IRSE
Wide Angle Lens

The Fujinon HA42x9.7-BERD-U48 is a 2/3" lens with 42x optical
zoom designed specifically for high definition broadcast and video
acquisition.

The Fujinon HA18x7.6 BERM-M48 Long Lens offers operators
dynamic zoom control and superb close-up images.

The Fujinon HA13x4.5BERM-M58B Wide HD Lens offers
operators a state of the art lens that is tailored specifically for wide
angle detail.

The Fujinon XA20sx8.5BERM-K3 ENG Lens is a 8.5-170mm
lens, designed to provide 2/3" format cameras with a wide to
super telephoto angle-of-view.

Fujinon HA18x7.6 BERM-
M48 Long Lens

Fujinon HA13x4.5BERM-
M58B Wide HD Lens

Fujinon HA42x9.7
Telephoto Camera Lens

Fujinon XA20x8.5BERN-
K3 ENG
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The Moog Quickset 4-60450-0A Gibraltar Tripod is built with
Alodine finished parts for resistance to harsh environments and
has a Payload capacity up to 400 lbs.

The Vinten Heavy-duty Mobile Production (OB) dolly is capable of
supporting up to 352lbs. It features fast-action foot-operated
brakes.

Comfortable with payloads up to 35 kg, the Sachtler Video 25 Plus
is a remarkably lightweight studio and outside broadcast fluid
head.

The Sachtler Video 18 S2 Fluid Head, supports a payload of up to
22 kg and is a perfect fit for a wide range of video projects.

Moog Quickset Heavy
Duty Legs

Vinten 3497-3B OB
Heavy-Duty Dolly

Sachtler Video 25 EFP 2
MCF Tripod Legs

Sachtler Video 18P Head
with CF Tripod Legs
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The 4' x 4' Ultrastage deck is built to be as sturdy and versatile as
possible to meet daily demands of professional users.

The 4' x 8' Ultrastage deck is built to be as sturdy and versatile as
possible to meet daily demands of professional users.4’ x 8’ Ultrastage Decks

4’ x 4’ Ultrastage Decks

Take the show wherever you go with the SL100 Mobile Stage with
its industry leading versatility. Banner kit, extra decking available
for extension and wings.

The 4' x 2' Ultrastage deck is built to be as sturdy and versatile as
possible to meet daily demands of professional users.

12' lengths of sturdy steel box truss for various needs.

Ideal for accommodating special effects like fog, pyrotechnics, or
water, grated stage decks offer creative flexibility in on a safe
surface.

16' lengths of sturdy steel box truss for various needs.

Versatile and strong supports for a variety of stage decks. Various
size & height available.

Out 14/24 Pre-Rig Truss is perfect for pre-hanging fixtures to
make for quick and easy load in and set up.

Stageline SL100

4’ x 2’ Ultrastage Decks

12' Box Truss

Grated Stage Decks

16' Box Truss

Ultrastage X-Frames

14/24 Pre-Rig Truss
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This custom made podium has a sleek and modern look and
includes a slot for a custom branded inserts.Glass Podium

With a built-in commercial digital display, this lectern features
digital branding and visual opportunities to enhance the audience
experience at your next event.

The VH1 Standard lectern offers an innovative design which
makes it perfect for the single presenter.

These thick velour backdrops come in multiple sizes and offer an
ideal canvas for performances, presentations, and more.

Build your backdrop however you need it with adjustable-height
pipe and drape.

Keep things organized at front of house with specially designed
pipe and drape.

Digital Podium

VH1 Lectern

Black Velour Tie-on
Backdrops

Pipe & Drape

FOH Surround Pipe &
Drape

We are continually adding and changing our rental inventory.
If there is something you’re looking for that you don’t see, please contact us.



Quality Equipment, ready to go.

RENTAL INVENTORY
PRICE GUIDE


